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Introduction
Ever felt a big batch of jizz building up in your sack to the point where you had to get it out quick before
your nutz could burst? What you need is an Ebony Cum Dumps! A black babe on booty call whose only
real purpose in life is to drain your balls before getting the fuck out of your place and walking her sticky
ass home to wash up.

Adult Review
Lots of sites feature dark skin divas who grew-up in the suburbs and never spent a day in da' ghetto. Ebony Cum Dumps
leaves those prissy bitches at the curb and goes deeper into urban areas searching for real 'hood whores who know how to
bang when told to do so!
  
  With 56 exclusive hardcore videos featuring authentic black booty babes getting manhandled, cock-stuffed and jizz blasted
in 496x368 resolution, Ebony Cum Dumps is a solid place for your cock to go when it wants to use a sweet black Ho.
  
  Thousands of pictures and full access to all the Included Sites listed on the right side of this review add a lot of value to the
Ebony Cum Dumps offer even though the videos are worth the price of admission all on their own.
  
  If you are looking for the kind of action that normally can only be found on an urban street corner or cruising the track and
giving some Ho a holla' as you drive up with yo' window open - then Ebony Cum Dumps is where you need to go next. The
site takes all the risk out of the experience and heaps on plenty of wet black pussy as a sweet chocolate reward!
  
  Weekly updates, unlimited downloads, no DRM coding, a simple navigation system... what mo' could yo' dick ask fo'
homeboy?! Take the tour and see the Ebony Cum Dumps difference for yourself. The only downside to this site is that it
probably doesn't encourage the self-esteem of the ebony whores who get fucked on it... oh wait, that's not a downside now is
it?!

Porn Summary
Degrading, humiliating... and yet unmistakably erotic. Ebony Cum Dumps brings interracial action to you as one, two or
three white boyz get their chance to fuck dark soul sistas on camera in ways that will challenge your cock to hold back until
the moneyshot without splattering bitches with its bling before they have a chance to do they thing!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Lots of never seen before and never seen again black faces for facials'
Quality: 89  Updates: 88 Exclusive: 93 Interface: 79
Support: 88 Unique: 84    Taste: 89        Final: 87

Porn Sites Included
Facial Abuse (92) ,Sperm Suckers (88) ,Ghetto Gaggers (86) ,LatinaAbuse (Preview) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Cum Shots, Ebony, Exclusive, Extreme, Fetish, Hardcore, Interracial, Oral, PornStars, Spitting

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 56
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